
 

OPERATING INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

 

1 TO OPEN THE SAFE 

Please input the user code1.5.9.E,you will hear two beeps, 

please turn the handle within 5 seconds and pull it to open the 

safe ,the green light on 6 seconds.If you input the wrong digit, 

you can press “C” to cancel and re-input your code. 

 

2 TO CLOSE THE SAFE 

Close the door and turn the handle to lock the safe. 

 

3 TO SET THE CODE 

(1) When to set the user code ,keep pressing the red button 

behind the door while the door is open, the yellow light flash with 

two beeps, please input the user code from 3-8 digits using any 

number from “0” to “9” , then press “E” to confirm it,you will hear 

two beeps,the password set successfully. 

 

4 HOW TO USE YOUR OVERRIDE KEYS 

We have provided 2 override keys. When the battery are dead or 

when you forget your code,you can use them to open the 

safe.The keyhole is on the keypad with a small round cover , 

take off the cover, insert the override key and turn it, and then 

open the safe as usual, please check the attached picture. 

 

 

 

5 INSTALLING THE SAFE 

To reduce the risk of the safe being stolen ,it can be mounted to 

floor, wall or in a cupboard.There are four holes both in the 

bottom and on the back of the safe; therefore it can be fixed by 

the expansion bolts supplied. 

 

 

OVERRIDE KEY HOLE 

OLE 



6 INPUTTING WRONG CODE SELF-LOCKING FUNCTION 

After enter the wrong code,the yellow light flash with three 

beeps. 

(1) Enter the wrong code three times continuously , the yellow 

light keep flashing ,and the lock will keep alarming for 20 

seconds. 

(2) Enter the wrong code six times continuously,the yellow light 

keep flashing, and the lock will keep alarming for 5 minutes. 

Note:During the penalty time, pressing any pad buttons doesn’t 

work. 

 

7 UNDER-VOLTAGE FUNCTION 

When the voltage is 4.5v (+/-0.2), the red light is on,it will remind 

you to replace the battery.Open the battery box on the back of 

the door and place the batteries (4x1.5 batteries type AA) into 

the battery holder correctly . 

 

 

8 PRODUCT FUNCTION DISCRIPTION 

(1) The yellow light is the indicator light to input the digital;The 

green light is the indicator light of door open;The red light is 

under-voltage. 

(2) C/E is confirm button. 

(3) Two groups of codes ( The user code is set by factory 

1.5.9.E,you can set any code you need by yourself. ) 

(4) The quiescent current is below 10UA. 

(5) The dynamic current is 360MA. 

(6) The under-voltage is 4.5v（+/-0.2V） 

(7) Normal operating voltage: 4-7v 

Note: Install the battery you will hear a “beep”. 

 

WARNING: 

a- Please keep the override keys out of the safe and do not put 

inside the safe. 

b- If taking out batteries for a long time, you need to reset the 

password . 
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